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1 Introduction
The cellular coverage using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is gaining attention from 
research community and telecom industry with the rapid deployment of Internet of 
things (IoTs). For collection/dissemination of data, IoTs-based cellular technologies 
are being provided [1]. For provision of services in wider coverage area, the cellu-
lar networks are augmented with UAVs. UAVs are the trustable solution for improv-
ing of the efficiency, enhance throughout, cost and boosting capacity [2]. These 
UAVs are temporarily deployed in the air to cover an area where the user demand is 
increased or in the case of disasters or to provide connectivity in areas where perma-
nent infrastructure is not currently possible. This also includes areas where physical 
infrastructure is available, but the user density is very high (event, stadium, etc.). The 
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developments of UAVs not only provide the solution but also provide the load balanc-
ing, and easily cover the maximum demanding area [3]. For this purpose, an efficient 
approach and mechanism is required.

Previously, Cell on Wheel (COW) is used as a temporary solution in which a vehicle 
was designed to carry a mobile microcellular base station [4]. This solution was devel-
oped in conjunction with the Telstra Next Generation deployment plan to extend the 
coverage area to cover any event or emergency [5]. There are few situations in which 
the cow could fail, for example in areas of natural disaster where the road infrastruc-
ture necessary for displacement is not available. The basic reason for UAVs as a favorable 
solution for a wide range of neighborhood applications is the ability of its free and inde-
pendent movement, to any hard to reach areas [6, 7]. These UAVs are furnished with the 
base station (BS) hardware, and these act as a flying BS, creating an attractive alternative 
to predictable roof or pole attached base stations. In radio communication, the BS is a 
wireless communication station mounted at a fixed location and used to connect as part 
of wireless telephone scheme. The BS relays the conversation, message and data to base 
stations in other cells by the wireless, cable communication or through a cable network 
or through a combination of wireless and cables.

The placement of these UAV-based BS in a microcell network in order to get opti-
mal coverage area where the user are not stationary is a challenging task [8, 9]. Pro-
viding best placement while keeping the number of UAVs optimal is hard to achieve. 
Multiple solutions for this problem are discussed in the literature, where majority 
have focused on provision of the energy efficient solutions for placement of UAVs. 
Among them, very less attention has been paid toward energy aware solutions and 
additionally; such solutions have only considered implicit utilization of energy to esti-
mate the available energy [10]. However, the explicit usage of UAV energy has not 
been addressed yet, which also has severe effect on the UAV survivability.

The main contribution of this paper is twofold:

• Identification of UAVs exergy explicit usage parameters
• To provide a solution that more accurately estimates the UAVs operational airtime

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. 
The methodology describes in Sect.  3. Prototyping details are explained in Sect.  4. 
The experiment results are present in Sect. 5. Section 4 includes the conclusion and 
future directions of our research.

2  Related work
The UAV base stations (UAV-BS) enhance network coverage and area capacity by mov-
ing supply toward demand when required [11, 12]. However, deployment of such UAV-
BS can face certain restrictions that need to be considered while designing a solution. 
The major concern is the lifetime of a UAV for which it could remain in operation. The 
most important factor affecting the UAVs lifetime is energy source. Following are some 
of the recent papers related to UAV-BS in cellular networks that focus on energy aware 
deployments. Thus, it is the duration for which the ground users are getting the services.
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The prolonged lifetime in UAV-based network is normally achieved by designing 
energy efficient solutions [13–16]. Wang et al. [17] suggested in their work set of rules 
for UAV base stations that predicted an energy-efficient placement so that should serve 
users by minimal transmit energy. Also, the most appropriate placement of the UAV-
BS was presented in their work by decoupling the deployment problem in horizontal 
and vertical dimension determined the most desirable UAV position that minimizes 
the transmission power by performing the simulations for hotspot and non-hotspot 
scenarios.

Chen, et al. [14] describe a battery-operated version of the UAV power consumption 
model which is then applied to a situation of UAV flight. The UAV consumes less elec-
tricity while it travels at excessive horizontal speed at some stage in the task, because 
low speed is not really greatest for the UAV for the energy scenario. The cause is that the 
hovering power is stable ultimately after the flying time. Cabreira, et al. [18] write in the 
paper that in case of using UAV automobile dynamics, turning angle and optimal speed 
must be considered to minimize electricity intake. Their proposed algorithms mainly 
involved about energy intake considering the mission and electricity constraints of the 
UAVs. Thus, improving velocity in straight parts of the path leads to energy consump-
tion minimization. In the paper, the path divided into forty-five small elements (straights 
and curves) for every straight a part of the coverage it became taken into consideration: 
the acceleration, the steady speed flight and the deceleration. By using the equal veloc-
ity of 8. zero m/s for long elements and the reduction of 45% in velocity before turns 
referred to as entrance speed of UAV by using a battery of value 46, 681 J.

Another paper [15] proposed a scheme which presents the UAV offloading (air-off-
loading and ground-offloading) approaches. In the air-offloading approach, a UAV can 
offload its computing responsibilities to nearby UAVs that have to be had computing and 
electricity sources. The floor-offloading technique enables the project offloading carrier 
to an edge cloud server that is related to floor stations. This hybrid offloading scheme 
comprises three major modules to lengthen the life of UAVs by way of saving resources 
through task offloading process. Furthermore, this scheme efficiently reduces the project 
blocking probability and the cease-to-quit latency of managing a computing mission.

Fotouhi, et  al. [16] provided option to improve communique power performance is 
to develop optimum transmission schedule of UAVs, mainly while UAVs are flying in 
a predetermined trajectory fixed-wing UAVs can movement over the air, which makes 
them substantially more energy effective and capable of carry heavy payload. Small com-
mercial UAVs typically have a flight time of 20–30 min, while some big UAVs can last for 
hours. Researchers in this study focused on two types of energy saving reducing commu-
nication energy minimize the transmission power energy efficiency is to develop most 
desirable transmission time table of UAVs, especially while UAVs are flying in a prede-
termined trajectory. To reduce mechanical cost an energy intake model is needed. How-
ever, changing the height might reduce the performance of UAVs.

However, in these solutions the focus is on a less energy usage in terms of compu-
tational power and does not focus on transmission requirement or estimation that for 
how long the UAV remains present in the air. There are some solutions that optimize 
the energy consumption by minimizing the transmission power [19, 20]. The decision 
regarding the use of energy consumption has been implemented both as centralized as 
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well as distributed approach. In [21], the author has proposed an approach in which the 
UAV report the statistics to the base station and the BS proposes a scheduling model 
that minimizes the UAV energy consumption. The base station in its scheduling informs 
the UAV about the time slot and power information. A similar centralized entity-based 
solution has also been proposed that is dependent upon cluster heads [22]. These clus-
ter heads (Terrestrial nodes) are in direct communication with the UAV and ground 
users are connected with the cluster heads. But these types of solutions have their own 
limitations.

However, these solutions are also dependent on the estimated energy that accord-
ingly adjusts the transmission power, this way; the UAV coverage is also affected. A third 
side of energy, the mechanical energy, has also been discussed by some researchers [23]. 
These solutions reduce mechanical energy of UAVs and are dependent upon multirotor, 
fixed-wing and hybrid fixed/rotary UAVs. Similarly, in [24], the authors isolated the two 
power consumptions into static and dynamic, the static the fixed consumption of the 
UAV and dynamic is dependent upon the load either low traffic load or high traffic load. 
In another study [25], the authors suggested a dynamic planning that is also dependent 
upon traffic intensity. They proposed to have different planning for day and nights, as in 
night the active users are less as compared to day timings and accordingly they plan the 
placement of UAV.

In recent past, multiple studies have been made in the domain of UAV placement as it 
could provide a better alternative for temporary cell construction in the uncomplimen-
tary cell sites. The parameters that influence the placement of UAV are key factors that 
can severely affect the network performance. The lifetime of a UAV is greatly dependent 
upon the energy available. From the literature, six types of energy consumption param-
eters have been extracted. Energy spent on (a) horizontal movement, (b) vertical move-
ment, (c) hovering, (d) processing, (e) backbone connectivity/communication and (f ) 
providing front haul/ access to users. However, all these six parameters have not been 
given full consideration for energy aware solutions, which provide the estimated time of 
UAV for which it can remain in the air. This estimation greatly helps in UAVs placement/
replacement planning.

Authors in [17] proposed an energy-efficient placement algorithm by decoupling the 
drone deployment in horizontal and vertical locations, by using minimum required 
transmit power. They perform simulation on hotspot and non-hotspot scenarios, and the 
numerical results show the linear association between the minimum horizontal location 
and optimal altitude. They first find the optimal horizontal position of the Drone base 
station (DBS). The average path loss against the altitudes for various horizontal distances 
between the edge users and the drone, there lies a point of minimum value of average 
path loss of the edge users and the relevant drone altitude. Furthermore, by decreasing 
the horizontal distance of the edge users from the DBS, the minimum average path loss 
of the edge and the altitude decrease. Once DBS obtains the minimum horizontal dis-
tance, corresponding optimal drone altitude is calculated. The results show the power 
saving in the urban, suburban and dense urban environments optimal altitude.

In [26], the researcher develops the photovoltaic power management system (PPMS) 
which manages power from photovoltaic modules and a battery pack for multirotor 
UAV power. They use the state of charge concepts grounded on extended Kalman filter 
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(EKF) and complementary filter (CF) for estimation of flight time. It also calculates the 
possible flight time during hovering flight mode and hint of the remaining energy of the 
battery pack by using the slope of the state of charge graph. During takeoff, hovering 
and landing flight modes patterns are estimated in these three modes of UAVs and the 
mean value is calculated. There were three main power connectors connected to the 
photovoltaic modules, battery pack and UAV. Voltage and the current of all three main 
power connectors were monitored. During low sunlight, battery pack mostly deliver-
ies the required drone power. During daytime, photovoltaic modules deliver the power 
required from the drone. They keep track of the voltage and current data of the pho-
tovoltaic modules, battery pack and UAV, progress time and battery pack temperature. 
According to the results, estimated flight time increased up to 54.14 min at 11:00 a.m. 
and decreased down to 6.70  min at 18:00 p.m. The results also indicated that if there 
were no clouds covering the sun, the UAV could fly for about an hour at around noon 
which was much higher than the flight time of the traditional multirotor UAV. The future 
work is to improve the current version of the PPMS.

3  Methodology‑UAV airtime estimation for energy aware deployment in IoT
3.1  UAV system model

The airtime estimation is dependent upon three parameters: (a) the available capacity of 
the battery mounted on the UAV, (b) its discharge limit and (c) the average amp draw. In 
almost all of the previous research work and practical deployments, these three param-
eters have been considered. For this, the following equation is used:

where AT is the airtime, CB is the battery capacity and DL is the allowed discharge limit, 
in normal practice, the discharge limit is set to 80%, whereas the AAD is the Average 
Amp Draw which is calculated in amperes using following Eq. 2:

where WC represents the weight carried, which represents the total weight of the UAV 
including the equipment/battery that will be carried by the UAV; usually, it is measured 
in kilograms. The PW is the power required to carry one kilogram of weight, normally 
expressed in watts per kilogram. The ∆V is the battery voltage, expressed in volts. How-
ever, the estimated airtime may differ from the real airtime such as in extreme wind 
cases; the airtime may decrease up to 50%.

Such estimation normally gives a generic value. The actual estimation is also influ-
enced by the task being performed by the UAV. In the proposed work, the UAV is carry-
ing a base station as shown in modular form in Fig. 1. This base station has connectivity 
modules for communication with backbone and frontend module for providing access 
services to the ground users as shown in Fig. 2. Both of these modules are also depend-
ent upon the same battery mounted on UAV for its flying (implicit usage). The details 
of flow represented in Fig.  2 are calculated by using Eqs.  3 and 4. The flying requires 
rotation of motors; hence, such usage has also been termed as mechanical energy in the 
literature [27].

(1)AT = CBDL/AAD

(2)AAD =C

PW

�V
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In the proposed work, the explicit usage (backend and frontend communication) is 
a key factor in UAV-BS scenario; therefore, it is given the due consideration. However, 
the communication energy overhead in other UAV deployments is considered negligible 
[27]. The main task performed by the UAV-BS is communication; hence, communication 
energy is incorporated as depicted in Fig. 3. Here the bidirectional links, highlighted in 
red, represents the uplink and downlink from/toward UAV from user equipment (UE) 
and base station (BS). Accordingly, Eq. 3 is extended as follows:

The EU in the above equation represents the explicit usage factor. The average energy 
consumptions of a base transceiver station (BTS) is associated with the communica-
tion technology being used, as depicted in the literature while comparing Global System 
Mobile (GSM) and Universal Mobile Telephone Services (UMTS), it was noted that the 
GSM considerably have higher energy consumption than the UMTS technology [28]. 
Similarly, multiple energy consumption analyses have been performed for various com-
munication technologies such as for Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Cellular Networks [29, 30].

3.2  Energy aware deployment scenarios

The Explicit Usage factor is dependent upon the user location, density and the UAV cov-
erage radius [16]. The user density is normally divided into three categories: (a) suburban 

(3)AT = CBDL/(AAD + EU)

Drone
Controller GPS

Motors Battery

Transmitter Receiver

BTS

Fig. 1 UAV-BS core components

Fig. 2 Explicit energy usage for UAV
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(b) urban and (c) dense urban [17]. Healthcare is the prominent use case for urban drone 
deployment [31, 32]. The users on the boundary of the coverage area are the users with 
the maximum horizontal distance from the UAV, normally referred edge users. While 
calculating the UAV coverage radius, such edge users have also been considered along 
with the UAV altitude [17]. The transmission power required by a UAV considering the 
user density and the UAV coverage area is calculated by [33] and is depicted in Table 1. 
Here, secure data transmission is a priority for this study considering healthcare appli-
cation of drones [34]. It is observed that having greater number of cells (more UAVs) 
requires a transmission power that is not having severe effect but when there are less 
numbers of cells, a quite high transmit power of (≥ 53.9 W) is required. This effect is 
mathematically incorporated using the following equation.

where PT is the transmission power required by a UAV in order to cover a microcell and 
V  is the battery voltage.

An example for UAV airtime calculation has been performed in [35]. Let us mathemat-
ically analyze both of our cases of with and without Explicit Usage factor using the same 
example, the specifications and their values used for the example are given in Table 2.

Scenario 1 (a): Without explicit usage

(4)EU =
PT

�V

Start

End

Battery Capacity, 
Discharge Limit, 

UAV Weight

Calculate
Weight based 

Amp Draw

Calculate
Comm Energy 

based Amp Draw

Combine both Amp Draw

Calculate UAV Airtime

Fig. 3 Proposed enhancement in UAV airtime estimation
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For calculating UAV airtime (AT) without any explicit usage, the following steps are 
followed:

• Calculating Average Amp Draw using Eq. 2
• Calculating UAV airtime using Eq. 1

Scenario 1 (b): Without Explicit Usage (with increasing UAV height)
The flying height of the UAV has its influence not only on the coverage of the base 

station and user density but also results in a higher power usage. Here, link quality con-
sideration can also be a significant point focusing on the highly mobility drone net-
working environment [36]. Increasing the altitude by 15  m results in consumption of 
an additional power of 0.5A. If this is also included into the airtime calculation, Eq. 2 is 
extended in order to cover Amps for the height factor ( AHF ) as represented in Eq. 7.

Now following steps are followed for calculating UAV airtime (AT) without any 
explicit usage but considering height factor.

• Calculating AAD using Eq. 5
• Calculating UAV airtime using Eq. 1

(5)AAD =C

(

PW

V
+ AHF

)

Table 1 PT requirement to cover active users in each circle cell [31]

(a) Rectangular region divided into n cells (b) Circular region divided into n cells

Cells (n) Circular radius UAV transmit 
power (W)

Cells (n) Circular radius UAV transmit power (W)

10 493 m Very high 8 340 53,564 very high

15 402 m Very high 9 311 267.1 very high

18 368 m 53.9 high 10 295 17.43

19 357 m 11.95 11 287 4.29

20 351 m 6.088 12 279 1.63

21 345 m 3.306 13 266 0.166

22 341 m 1.59 14 260 0.0874

23 339 m 1.013 15 249 0.0199

24 334 m 0.847 16 244 9.80 × 10–3

25 331 m 0.435 17 235 2.40 × 10–3

Table 2 UAV airtime calculation specifications

Specifications Values

Battery capacity 8.8 Ah

Discharge limit 80%

Battery voltage (VOL) 36 V

UAV weight (with LiPo battery) 2.5 kg

Power (PWR W/kg) 170 W/kg
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Scenario 2: With explicit usage

• Calculating the explicit usage ( EU ) factor using Eq. 4
• Calculating AAD using Eq. 2
• Calculating UAV airtime (AT using Eq. 3

For the proof of concept, consider the following example cases:
Case I: Transmission Power (PT) = 53.9 W (based on Table 1a).
Case II: Transmission Power(PT) = 267.1 W (based on Table 1b).
In scenario 2, the UAV hovers for 30 min and 21.6 min, respectively, for cases I and II. 

If compared with scenario I (without Explicit Usage Factor), the calculations show that 
the airtime of 36  min difference makes a lot of impact while planning deployment of 
UAVs.

3.3  Drone prototype development

A UAV prototype is indigenously developed as depicted in Fig. 4. For backhaul and front 
haul communication, a local wireless service provider’s dongle (5G) was used that also 
provides IEEE 802.11 (b/g/n)-based access network as shown in Fig. 5. This supports up 
to ten connections simultaneously over Wi-Fi and have 2,380 mAh battery for up to 5 h 
of constant usage. To accommodate the maximum number of users, an additional wire-
less router is plugged. The detailed specifications are given in Table 3.

The UAV profiles were obtained for transmission requirement at different heights and 
analyzed accordingly.

4  Results and discussion
The UAV altitude affects the energy from two perspectives: (a) the energy required by 
motors to increase the UAV altitude and (b) with higher altitude the transmission power 
also increases in order to cover the required area on ground. In this research, takeoff, 
landing and moving vertical or horizontal while changing the altitude and increasing the 
coverage radius have not considered. But because we are working on 80% usage of UAV 
so its rational to ignore such parameters in order to focus the transmission impact on 

Fig. 4 Side view-UAV prototype
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airtime and limiting the research scope. Figure 6 shows the impact of UAV altitude on 
radius, and the radius tends to increase when the UAV increases its altitude, thus also 
affecting scattered users and the density that needs to be covered.

Increasing the altitude of a UAV also effects on its transmission power, and now 
the UAV requires more powerful transmission in order to cover the increased radius. 
The UAV are reliant on a limited size on chip battery. More power full transmission 
depletes the battery abruptly thus directly dropping the available amperes. Figure 7 

Fig. 5 Upper view-UAV prototype

Table 3 UAV specifications

Module Specification

Flight controller APM 2.8

Device aerial vehicle Servo Parabolic Switch 13.76 X100

Power distribution Board XT60 For Quadcopter UAV 3.94 X100

Microcontroller Raspberry Pi kit and TF card 16 GB 57.50 X100

Frame kit 500 mm Quadcopter 30.00 X100

Dongle 4G Hotspot device
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shows the same in comparison with the increasing altitude. The amp draw increases 
in linear fashion as the altitude is increased in start, but later on especially at altitude 
above 500 m, the transmission power has a noticeable effect on the ampere draw of 
the battery and it results in less flight of a UAV. Thus, disrupting the service availabil-
ity and suspension of the UAV operation.

Figure  8 shows the airtime estimation with and without considering the trans-
mission impact in comparison with the altitude. It is witnessed that as the altitude 
is increased, the required transmission power also increases proportionally and it 
directly affects the estimated airtime of a UAV. It is worth to note that initially, the 
slope of airtime estimation decreases slightly but later on the decline on fast pace.

The difference discussed in Fig. 8 (with and without the transmission impact) is also 
calculated separately in order to access the scale of unavailability of UAV service as 
depicted in Fig. 9. This difference is substance depending upon the UAV application 
as the case may be of critical nature.
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5  Conclusion
The UAVs deployment is largely dependent upon the available energy, and it is a 
key factor in UAV planning. The under- or overestimation of UAV air timing leads 
to wastage of resources or inefficiency of mission critical projects. Multiple factors 
influence the estimation of air timing but the majority of the literature concentrates 
on only flying time. In this research, the other factors are also accounted for that 
improved the estimation. In this research, the energy consumption is bifurcated into 
two usage scenarios (1) Implicit and (2) Explicit. The implicit usage was given its due 
weight in the previous solution; therefore, this research focused on explicit factors 
that have discussed in the literature but have not been given concentration in estimat-
ing the airtime and left as negligible factor. However, simulation has been performed 
and it is witnessed that the explicit factors of transmission power have severe effect 
on airtime estimation which is a factor not to be ignored in mission critical operation. 
In future, we will enhance the proposed idea and test with more parameters such as 
data centric fuzzy approach [37] and drone networking for marine applications [38].
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